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Policy, knowledge, education, economics: creating policy pictures
Shaun Rawolle*
School of Education, Charles Sturt University, Locked Bag 588, lüagga lMagga, NSW 2678,
Austalia
Building knowledge cultures: education and development in the age of knowledge
capitalism, by Michael A. Peters with A.C. (Tina) Besley, Oxford and Lanham, MD,
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2006, x*225 pp., US$ 27.95 (paperback), ISBN-
13 978-0-7425-179t-2
Introduction
Building Knowledge Culture is primarily concerned with understanding problems
related to the emergence of new policy language games that forecast the centrality of
knowledge to nation states, economies, education systems, businesses and individual
citizens and the immanent demise of the importance of the material economy. The
use of the expression policy language games, following Wittgenstein, highlights the
kinds of rules, strategies, position taking, key players and styles that are woven into
the practice of writing and circulating policy texts. In the case of the policy language
games that form the main object of Peters and Besley's (2006) book, these games are
focused on knowledge, or more precisely, the acceptance in policy fields that
knowledge has become the most important asset to national economic competitive-
ness. There is some irony in this push towards picturing knowledge as the primary
driver of economies. Media reports highlight the material economy in many forms:
for example, the world-wide food shortages brought about in part by a turn to
sustainable grain-based energy sources. Yet, despite the seeming incongruity, the
emergence of such policy language games, framed in various policy aphorisms such
as the knowledge-based economy, the knowledge society and the learning economy,
do seemingly hold a profound potential to affect the rules of games within which
nations, and in particular educational institutions, currently function. Peters and
Besley's (2006) book presents an outline of problems associated with these policy
language games, the associated ideas nested around these games, and ways that the
acceptance of these policy language games by national governments may change the
educational game for good.
In order to understand Building Knowledge Cultures, it is worthwhile outlining
some biographical details about the authors. Michael Peters is an educational
philosopher whose work consistently applies both analytic and post-modern
philosophy to different aspects of education, with two consistent recent features
being a kind of Wittgensteinian sensibility or writing practice, and a Foucaultian
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530 S. Rawolle
approach to philosophical problems, including discourse, epistemes and the subject.
A.C. (Tina) Besley is an educational counsellor whose work is located within
Foucaultian literature, where she has written a raîge of interesting works on the role
ofnarrative therapy and the ethics ofsubjectivity, both in counselling and education
more broadly. These features of Peters' and Besley's work individually are important
for understanding not only the style and substance of Building Knowledge Cultures,
but also the promise and importance that the work holds for educational researchers
working on projects related to globalisation, the knowledge/learning society/
economy and educational policy.
Many of the chapters presented in Building Knowledge Cultures have seen the
light of day as journal articles and presentations, as coherent arguments in their own
right, dealing in different ways with the arguments and ideas about changing
conditions around knowledge production contained in specific policy texts. But
collected togethe¡ ordered and reworked as they are in book form, they also
comprise a broader normative argument about how researchers in education might
think about and respond to these ideas, and the pressures that stem from the
processes they outline. This is best described in the introduction to the book, in
which Peters and Besley (2006) present their broad thesis:
To us, education policy is the critical area in relation to the development ol what we call
knowledge cultures, for achieving the ambitions of the knowledge economy, and also for
mitigating its worst inequalities. To be able to think imaginatively about the role, form,
provision, funding, and mode of education in all its aspects will dehne the society we
inhabit in the next millennium. þ. 1)
In part this essay review will deal with the extent to which the overarching argument,
framed around building knowledge cultures, is developed through the book. I
acknowledge that part of the difhculty and reward of Building Knowledge Cultures is
that each chapter appears to represent overlapping though separate lines, and indeed
styles, of thought, rather than presenting a completely developed argument around
one topic (Peters, 2007). Though separated, these lines of thought coalesce to
provide different pictures of one broad problematic, which is perhaps easier to point
towards than define: what problems are posed by the taking up of 'knowledge' as a
policy concept? In relation to the broad problematic formed by the taking up of
knowledge as an object of policy development, the individual chapters individually
deal with a range of specific problems, around policy definitions (and concepts) and
conceptual confusions, knowledge construction, developmentalism, educational
policy futures, consumption and economics beyond neo-liberalism.
Beyond the title, which is more suggestive than explicitly argued throughout the
book, the chapters of Building Knowledge Cultures develop a series of arguments
about key policy texts that have emerged around knowledge, and their location
within a broader history of ideas. This history of ideas is one drawn principally from
different sub-discþlines of economics, particularly those concerned with knowledge
and innovation. The style of economic argument typically associated with neo-
liberalism, in the form of Austrian school economics, framed by Popperian
falsifiability and individualism, and Chicago-school economics, associated heavily
with market formation of public assets, are part, but not all, of this discussion (for an
interesting discussion of these economic ideas as they relate to public goods, see
Marginson, 1992). The policy texts that are located within this history of ideas are
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drawn from a range ofsources. These include international organisations, such as the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development's (OECD) 'knowledge-
based economy' and the World Bank's World Development Report: Knowledge for
Development (1999). The texts are also drawn from national governments, such as
different national versions of the knowledge economy, national policies on higher
education and university, and policy texts related to post-compulsory education and
life-long learning.
Due to limitations of space, and in attempting to identify what the book adds to
the problems outlined in the individual chapters, the remainder of this essay review
deals with two broad themes that Building Knowledge Cultures raises, which I will
treat as possible directions foregrounded by the book. The hrst theme is Peters and
Besley's argument that one of the responses to policy developments around
knowledge by educational researchers should be both to develop an understanding
of these policies and to build knowledge cultures as a way of responding to pressures
that knowledge policies both respond to and reframe. This is a kind of response
advocated in view of a diagnosis that our current times should be thought of as an
age of knowledge capitalism. This is the overarching argument of Building Knotvl-
edge Cultures, though it is only clearly located in the foreground in the introduction
and concluding chapter of the book. The second theme concerns the kinds of policy
analysis that are conducted in the chapters, focused on the form and style of policy
documents based around knowledge and the language games that they bring into
being and circulate. This is treated as one way to view the book's potential in
outlining an approach to policy analysis I will call 'creating policy pictures'.
Overview of Baílding Knowledge Caltures: Educstion and Development in the Age of
Knowledge Capítølism
This essay review commences with an outline of some of the meanings of Peters and
Besley's title, which is in some ways both suggestive and opaque. The subtitle of the
book is a good place to start as it provides the foundation for the whole book. We
now live, according to Peters and Besley's subtitle, in 'the age of knowledge
capitalism'. The imagery here is stark, replete with geological overtones. It evokes a
potential image of the future in which scholars, digging into the past would hnd a
band of books, ideas and thoughts that, for convenience would be described as the
'age of knowledge capitalism'. Dig a little further and they may find the 'age of neo-
liberalism', with scholarly debates revolving around the cut-off points for these two
ages. The title then presents a kind of diagnosis of our current times, a label to attach
to specihc features of policy that involve the increasing engagement of knowledge
institutions with capitalism.
To ref,rne this image further, the focus of the book is on education and
development or rather, the idea of education and the idea of development as they
feature within this age. The point to make about this configuration is that education
and development have quite speciflrc roles to play in knowledge capitalism, and are
associated with different ideas in policy texts than in earlier ages. The major features
of Peters and Besley's book are that we are living in an age exempliflred by a new
relationship between knowledge and capitalism, in which education and develop-
ment as ideas are reconflrgured within policy texts. These are, in a sense, the
foundations that the book describes and situates. In places, the book moves from
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532 S. Ratvolle
description and a situating of these foundations, to their unsettling. Once the
foundations are described, some parts of the book move to a deconstruction of the
conceptual certainty on which they seemingly rest.
The main title of the book, Building Knowledge Cultures, more directly deals with
how educational researchers ought to respond to the pressures of the age of academic
capitalism. It suggests one kind of formation to be built from the foundations of the
age of knowledge capitalism: knowledge cultures. Once we can understand the features
of the age of knowledge capitalism, and the rules of the policy games being played
within this age, Peters and Besley argue that we should move towards construction, to
build theories and communities that allow us to identify our place, our position, how
we are positioned and how we should place ourselves within this new age.
One of the tasks that Peters and Besley undertake in their book is providing an
argument for describing the current conditions facing universities in an age of
knowledge capitalism, rather than an age of neo-liberalism. Arguably, these could be
viewed as simultaneously existing versions of the world, using Nelson Goodman's
language, in which different pictures of the world, based on different styles of
argument, are rendered into policy documents. This is not, however, the argument that
Peters and Besley make. While the title and subtitle indicate that Peters and Besley's
focus is primarily building knowledge cultures in an age of knowledge capitalism,their
starting point is, perhaps more precisely, the knowledge economy, its appearance in
policy texts and its potential effects on education. As they explain in their introduction:
We are more concerned with understanding what is involved in accepting claims about
the new economy, what constitutes the knowledge economy, and what its consequences
are lor educational policy. (p. 3)
So, what is the relationship between knowledge capitalism and the knowledge
economy? The meaning of knowledge capitalism is introduced in the following
quote:
the term knotuledge capilalism emerged only recently to describe the transition to the so-
called knowledge economy, which we characterize in terms of the economics of
abundance, the annihilation of distance, the deterritorialisation of the state, and
investment in human capital. þ. 52)
For Peters and Besley, knowledge capitalism is a global stage of economic
production, a transition phase in movement towards a knowledge economy. The
primacy of knowledge capitalism for the book could appear to foreground the role of
neoliberal policies and quasi-markets in shaping academic work and institutions, an
argument developed in a range of publications by Slaughter and Leslie (1997). Yet
the location of knowledge capitalism in Building Knotuledge Cultures is in fact placed
within an alternative set of ideas in economics and management, and the
conceptualisation of knowledge capitalism derived from Burton-Jones' (1999) work.
This, then, is not another book focused on the rise and rise of neo-liberalism. Rather,
it is a book that describes and evaluates a new kind of policy family that draws on
alternative economic theories, concepts and ideas.The major point that Building
Knovledge Cultures makes about current policy documents framed by knowledge, is
that they are located within, and develop from, a broader history of economic
thought than those typically drawn on in educational scholarship. As Besley and
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Peters argue, in educational research, these have been found principally in scholars
taking a political economic approach:
in education research and policy, very little attention has been given by educationalists
to economics per se, or to the economics of education and knowledge. Indeed, broadly
speaking, only those who embrace a political economy approach or some variant of it
come close to economic questions, but not in any formal sense do they approach an
understanding of neoclassical economics and its contemporary variants or demonstrate
an awareness of the history of economics or its powerful contemporary policy effects in
education. (pp. 89-90)
This is a laudable aim, yet in some ways Building Knowledge Cultures exemplifies the
critique. What is not clear in the book is the significance of national innovation
systems, and conceptions of innovation clearly identihed in the watershed document
that signiflred the turn to knowledge in policy documents, the OECD's (1996) The
Knowledge Based Economy. One of the signihcant aspects of knowledge economy
policies drawn from the OECD's germinal document is the imperative for nation-
specihc policy responses to be developed in relation to the different paths of
economic and social development that have been taken. In other words, where
Austrian and Chicago style neo-liberalism had emphasized the necessity for
privatization and individualism as the path to development, knowledge economy
policies stress the need for sensitive forms of investment in infrastructure, institutions
and education as necessary preconditions for well-functioning innovation systems.
The descriptor 'well-functioning' implies a continuous cycle, where basic research
carried out in research institutions such as universities is linked to processes whereby
applications are developed and impact on and in some cases create, markets. Under
such normative intentions, one path does not hold for all nations. As Thrift (2005)
argues, the cultural circuits of capitalism, embodied in the links and loops of
production and consumption, are not reducible to single narratives, and require
multiple forms of analysis. In other words, the lack of explicit attention to concepts
such as innovation in policy texts would appear to overlook some of the potential
use-value of these ideas for educational researchers, and the multiple positions that
they allow, in contrast to neo-liberal policy argumentation.
In some ways, it seems that while analytic sensitivities are taken to some concepts
outlined in policy texts, such as practice and constructivism, the seemingly most
pressing distinctions between concepts relevant to the broad argument about
Building Knowledge Cultures are not analysed with the same critical acuity. The
argument would beneflrt from a more direct engagement with differences between the
concept of the knowledge economy and knowledge capitalism. I would argue,
borrowing the phrase and insights of Thrift (2005), that within capitalist countries,
knowledge, including educational knowledge, has always been connected to circuits
of knowledge production locked into different and changing avenues of consump-
tion. Given their longevity and level of funding, educational institutions must have
been accepted by governments and economists as providing some key functions for
the continuation of these circuits. At a policy level, the success of the ideas of
Keynsian economists, neo-liberal economists and neo-Schumpeterian economists
within policy circles highlights the longevity of these circuits of ideas about
knowledge production and consumption. Given the point that Peters and Besley
make about the link between a political economic approach to education policy, it
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534 S. Ravolle
would have been useful to provide an analysis of the specific modes of knowledge
production and consumption that can be attached to academic capitalism, and why
this mode of production has its allure, its appeal to policy makers (Thrift, 2005).
Peters and Besley's argument could also more directly explore links between these
developments and broad questions about the governance of science and technology,
which are highlighted to different degrees in policy texts around knowledge
production, Nations increasingly face global problems that require concentrated
and diverse sources of scientific research. Problems of this kind include global
warming, human and animal pandemics, depleting food sources, including over-
fishing and non-sustainable methods of food production, increasing costs of
developing new medicines, energy crises and depleting sources of basic materials,
which modern societies and infrastructures require. These problems are important
for nations to deal with, and constitute, as Rose (2001) has argued, a new politics of
life itself. Yet these problems are also tied to international and global political fields
(Lingard & Rawolle, 2009), given the uneven distribution both within and across
nations of both scientific capital and systems that support new research and its
development into new products and processes. Note that such problems are not
easily reducible to problems of national economic production, but their solving holds
the potential for patenting and economic benefits, if connected into a well-
functioning circuit that links basic research through to application and product.
These complex issues have given rise to new forms of knowledge production, focused
around specihc but large-scale problems. Given the emphasis in many national
versions of knowledge economy policies on what Gibbons, Limoges, Nowotny,
Schwartzman, Scott, and Trow (1992) describe as 'mode 2' or 'transdisciplinary
knowledge production', these claims about changing forms of knowledge production
derived from broad social problems facing nations around the world would
seemingly be a broad influence on higher education and research policies, including
those related to the knowledge economy and the knowledge society. Yet these are not
claims primarily derived from the disciplines of economics, but from science and
technology studies of different kinds (see, for example Fuller, 2000; Stehr, 2005).
For Peters and Besley, then, the elements from which knowledge cultures should
be built are the economic and management ideas that form the underpinning of
policy documents, rather than engaging with the different levels and processes of
policy development explicitly. These ideas largely exclude questions of science and
technology policy, except to the extent that they are covered and concepttalued
within economic theories of knowledge. As a starting point of an analysis of a policy
language game, I am uncomfortable with some of this argument. I wonder whether
the context and community of language users, who are the primary audience of
policy texts such as the OECD's knowledge-based economy, share the same
assumptions and consider the texts to hold the same use-value as the economists
and management theorists whose ideas are drawn on in the production of such texts.
Does the location of economic and management concepts in policy documents
change the style of argument and nature and kind of effects that they produce? This
is an argument principally about language games around knowledge policies. This
discussion leads to what I think is one of the potentially most interesting aspects of
Building Knowledge Cultures, namely the outline of a Wittgensteinian approach to
the analysis of policy language games.
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On Wittgenstein, polÍcy pictures and public language games
The style and structure of Building Knowledge Cultures strikes me as exemplifying the
ideas of Wittgenstein whose approach to the understanding of language holds
potential and promise for education policy analysis. Consequently, this section of the
essay review begins with identifying how Wittgenstein's ideas appear and underpin
Peter and Besley's book, though notably this is my reading of the work rather than
any explicit development within the text. Following this, this section then discusses
Building Knotuledge Cultures using these same Wittgensteinian ideas. The aim here is
to present a reading of one kind of policy analysis that could be drawn lrom Building
Knowledge Cultures.
Drawing on an analogy from Wittgenstein, Peters and Besley argue that policy
discussions around knowledge function as a language game with particular rules and
purposes. For Peters and Besley, '(t)he rules of this policy language-game seem based
upon the invention of new metanarratives 
- 
overarching concepts or visions of the
future 
- 
as a method of picturing these changes and presenting a coherent policy
narrative' (p. 75). This argument suggests that the point of the adoption of policies
around knowledge production is to fulfill policy ends aimed at providing a picture of
a shared vision of the future (see also Rawolle, 2008).
Adopting a Wittgensteinian language game approach to policy carries with it a
different set of commitments to other language-based approaches, though it shares a
family resemblance with some forms of discourse analysis, and the focus on games
resonates with Bourdieuian policy analysis (see Lingard & Rawolle, 2004,2009).The
approach may best be exemplif,red by one of the more influential interpretations of
Philosophical Investigations (Wittgensteir, 195312001), by the analytic philosopher
Saul Kripke. In a book devoted to outlining the form of two problems posed in
Philosophical Investigatiorzs, related to rule following and private language, Kripke
(1982) made the following observation about the kind of analysis of language that
Wittgenstein sought to take:
Remember that Wittgenstein does not analyse a form of language in terms of its truth
conditions, but rather asks under what circumstances the form is introduced into
discourse, and what role, what utility, the practice of so introducing it has. (p. l3a)
With this in mind, one of the ways that Peters and Besley's book can be viewed is an
attempt to outline a form of language game common in policy documents around
the globe, centred on the figure of 'knowledge'. Like Wittgenstein's arguments in
Philosophical Investigations, their project is not so much the truth conditions of
knowledge in these language games, embodied in policy aphorisms such as
knowledge economy, knowledge society and the learning economy, but the
circumstances of their emergence within a broad range of intellectual discourse.
And alongside these similarities with Kripke's view of lü/ittgenstein, their task
consists of a continuous reworking of different kinds of problems related to this
language game, and the utility of this language game for education more broadly.
The book presents different angles to illustrate and exemplify both the circumstances
of introduction and questioning the use-value of their introduction in educational
policy, and what effects they might have on education more broadly.
\What is interesting about Peters and Besley's framing is that it can be viewed as
drawing together two moments of Wittgenstein's work, typically treated separately:
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a picture view of factual knowledge, though framed as specific kinds of possible
worlds, alongside a language-game interpretation of the purposes served by the
introduction of the pictures involving knowledge into policy discourse.r For
shorthand, this will be discussed as the argument of 'creating policy pictures'. While
I do not want to overstate this claim, and realise that this is probably a view best
represented as the arguments of 'Peters and Besley as they struck Rawolle', I find this
argument quite convincing, and have drawn on this section in my own work. It also
seems to me a way of interpreting some of the problems that individual chapters in
Building Knowledge Cultures deal with, such as developmentalism and educational
policy futures.
Just to draw this out a little further, many of the documents associated with what
could be called the 'knowledge turn' in policy appear to revolve around building a
picture of possible futures, such as the OECD's (1996) highly influential conceptua-
Iisation of the knowledge-based economy. Even critical accounts of the knowledge
turn in policy use different kinds of pictures in critique, to mimic the form of these
policy documents. For example, Kenway, Bullen, Fahey, and Robb (2006) suggest that
the knowledge economy is haunted by different visions or ghost-like f,rgures which
nonetheless are carried within policy discourse, while Fuller (2000) offers a
description of the knowledge society as '(w)hat advanced capitalism looks like to
intellectuals who have been assimilated into its mode of production' (p. 83). The point
is that documents such as national knowledge policy texts, and critical policy texts
focusing on knowledge policies do two things: they provide an outline of the current
picture of knowledge and its importance, emphasising, weighting and framing
different elements to provide a snapshot of relevant processes, changes and trends.
Secondly, they extrapolate the processes and change to some time in the future (2020
seems the current favourite, with all of the puns about good vision included), and
provide a name for this picture, such as the knowledge-based economy or the
knowledge society. Critical accounts of the knowledge turn often develop alternative
pictures based on a different diagnosis of either the relevant processes or the
extrapolation. llence, though the titles of policy documents would appear to be a
naming of a real and current picture, in fact they portend these changes.
Consequently, within relevant policy texts phrases of the kind 'building the knowledge
economy' or 'developing a learning economy' abound. Some policy documents go
further, and provide multiple pictures of the past, in which the present and future
pictures are then animated as a developmental sequence. In other words, there appears
to be an assumption of a necessary ordering of these pictures: that the sequence of
pictures must be followed in order for the imagined future picture to emerge.
The major problem for researchers in educational policy is that the tools that are
used to paint and frame these pictures are unfamiliar. Though many of the words
that would seemingly be associated with knowledge are consistent with educational
thinking, including learning, constructivism and practice, they are linked with very
different assumptions and rules, and their use seems to conflate meanings that are
taken for granted by language communities in educational research. These strange
yet familiar concepts are then employed in policy texts and associated with new
conceptualizations around the knowledge economy or knowledge society. In some
ways it seems that these new conceptualizations act as what Hacking (2002) describes
as 'problematic concepts', which he describes in the following way:
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At least one important class of conceptual confusions arises with concepts that come
into being with a relatively sharp break. There is a trivial way this can happen, simply
because people have not had time to work things out. (p. 36)
The framing of the policy pictures around knowledge are, more often that not,
provided by sub-disciplines of economics and management unfamiliar to many
educational researchers, including knowledge management, futurology, new growth
economics and evolutionary economics. Though some of the economic style of
argument associated with neo-liberalism has been explored with some depth by
educational theorists, the policy pictures framed by these sub-disciplines are, in
short, unfamiliar: it takes time to understand the style and form of argument they
provide, and the new rules of these language games.
In outlining the way that the turn to knowledge in policy texts operates as a form
of 'creating policy pictures', Peters and Besley provide researchers in policy studies
with a new form of analysis, which is focused on the style and use value of
introducing such forms into discourse. I am convinced that such an approach is
important as a rtray of distinguishing policies focused on market development,
competition and individualization from those focused on the role of knowledge.
There are new rules of the game to be described and understood. But I also think
that more needs to be done in accounting for the different use-values that the
introduction of knowledge-based policies has for different policy flrelds, national,
international and global, rather than assuming that a famiþ resemblance in form
and style necessarily represents the same policy pictures in different instances.
As a brief conclusion to this essay review, Building Knowledge Cultures presents
an original set of arguments concerning the emergence of knowledge within policy
texts, and situates education and development within these texts. It also provides a
welcome contextualizing of the ideas that underpin the knowledge turn in policy
within a broad history of intellectual thought. Building Knowledge Cultures has much
to offer researchers and post-graduate students in the areas of educational policy
studies, globalization, comparative education and sociology of education.
Note
1. Such a reading of the continuity of these two moments is common amongst scholars who
emphasise the therapeutic quality of Wittgenstein's earlier and latter work. Amongst such
scholars the continuity has led to the label 'New Wittgenstein'.
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